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ABSTRACT

As he begins the story of Oscar de León’s “brief and wondrous life,” 
the Dominican-American writer Junot Díaz turns to the forms of the 
Global South’s outernational poetics of planetary coloniality and 
wonder, discovery and conquest. The hero’s experiences of diaspora, 
structures of underdevelopment, and exuberant raciology, the burden 
of his intellectual Creole double consciousness from inhabiting two 
incommensurable worlds (Santo Domingo and Paterson, New Jer-
sey), the recurring decolonial motifs of the Great “American doom” 
or “curse” and of the world of the damnés which structures Oscar and 
Yunior’s lives are described by Díaz as the fukú americanus. In my 
essay, I examine Díaz’s theory of the fukú americanus and how it 
originated in colonial modernity with Admiral Colón and how it was 
then carried into the present by homegrown figures like Rafael León-
idas Trujillo Molina and Ronald Reagan. To chart accurately the full 
dimensions of Díaz’s narratological compass in the Global South, I 
will begin by analyzing the historical sociologists Immanuel Wallen-
stein and Aníbal Quijano’s attempt to recover the complexity of what 
they call “Americanity.” I will then illustrate the complexity of Amer-
icanity’s history and afterlife by analyzing it in relation to Díaz’s de-
colonial theory of the fukú americanus. My aim in this essay is to 
introduce the vocabulary of “Americanity” to bring about a shift in 
the framework and the perspective as well as the object of analysis of 
world-system literature and of the US Latino novel.
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Is the literature all around us now unmistakably global and simultaneously un-
equal? How do we begin studying world-system literatures of the Global 
South?1 As theorist Franco Moretti suggests in his essay on world literature, 
“reading more” (55) hardly seems to be the solution in mapping the geographi-
cal scope of world-system literatures because we have just started rediscovering 
what the literary theorist Margaret Cohen calls the “great unread” (59) in the 
archives of literature. Perhaps tackling the world colonial system of what the 
historical sociologists Aníbal Quijano and Immanuel Wallerstein call “Ameri-
canity” (“Americanity as a Concept” 550) is the way to go. If reading more 
(always a great thing) is not the entire solution for conceptualizing world-sys-
tem literatures, our task as literary historians of the Global South needs to be 
different. Moretti pleads that “the categories” and our units of analysis also 
need to be different, for it is not what he sees as “the actual interconnection of 
things” (55) that matter in our reading of world-system literatures but—here 
Moretti is quoting Max Weber—the “conceptual interconnection of problems 
which define the scope” (55) of the various idiographic and nomothetic sciences 
and world-system literatures. In this essay I am interested in the consequences 
for the literary history of the Global South when we start exploring one kind of 
archive that gets lost in world-system literatures: the archive of Americanity’s 
literatures. Specifically, I will discuss how the invention of Americanity makes 
it possible for us to see why Dominican-American author Junot Díaz begins his 
narrative, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao (2007), not with his hero, Oscar 
Wao, a nerdy, tumescent Dominican-American young immigrant boy growing 
up in the age of Ronald Reagan’s imperial United States of America, but with 
Admiral Colón in 1492, unleashing a great planetary curse on the New World 
Américas, and with the afterlife of the Dominican Republic’s dictator Rafael 
Leónides Trujillo, who ruled the island from 1931 to 1961. Indeed, the Admi-
ral’s advent in the Américas—as the narrator, Yunior, tells us in the prologue—
unleashed a “Great American Doom” (15) or “curse” (15) into the world. For all 
of its Dominican Republic and New Jersey shore particularity, Díaz’s postcon-
temporary US Latino/a novel, I argue, aims to represent an entire imperium of 
what Quijano and Wallerstein’s called “Americanity” and what Díaz named the 
“fukú americanus ” (1). Why is Americanity’s invention so crucial in under-
standing Díaz’s wide compass of the fukú americanus in The Brief Wondrous Life 
of Oscar Wao? To chart accurately the full dimensions of Díaz’s narratological 
compass in the Global South, I will begin first by analyzing Quijano and 
Wallerstein’s attempt to recover the complexity of Americanity’s capitalist 
world-system and afterlife. Then I will illustrate the complexity of Americani-
ty’s history by analyzing it in relation to Díaz’s cultural theory of the “ fukú 
americanus.” I also want to introduce the vocabulary of “Americanity” to bring 
about a shift in the framework and the perspective as well as the object of 
analysis of world-system literatures and the US Latino/a novel.
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I

“The Americas were not incorporated into an already existing capitalist world–
economy. There could not have been a capitalist world-economy without the 
Americas.”

Aníbal Quijano and Immanuel Wallerstein, 
“Americanity as a concept”

“To embrace Americanity is to dwell in the erasures of coloniality.”
Walter Mignolo, The Idea of LaTIn amerIca

As we know, for the historical sociologists Aníbal Quijano and Immanuel 
Wallerstein, Americanity’s “invention” was overall a four-fold process, and each 
part was closely linked to the other. Hence, Quijano and Wallerstein intended 
their neologism “Americanity” to accomplish and perform a number of dispa-
rate and related functions: it would look at the cross-genealogy of the Américas 
as involved in an ongoing conflict with the provincialism of Europe (and Euro-
centrism and the patrón de poder), for the Iberians and British created and 
crafted “a rank order” of social classification in the modern world-system, pro-
ducing with this new dominant rank of order a “new set of rules” (550) for the 
interaction of the planet’s cultures, societies, and states with each other. With 
the invention and so-called discovery of the Américas in 1492, as Quijano and 
Wallerstein suggest, an essential boundary-line was powerfully put in place for 
the first time: that of empire vis à vis other metropolitan empires.

If the Spanish viceroyalties carved up over the centuries in the process of 
the wars of independence to yield up what Quijano and Wallerstein describe 
as “the states [of América Latina] we know today” (550), the very “stateness of 
the states” (550) also made it possible for the invention of ethnicity and for 
ethnicity’s emergence as a crucial “building block” (550) of the modern capi-
talist world-system.2 Americanity as an historical self-fashioning (spatiotem-
poral) matrix thus links up the ideas of the coloniality-power couplet (the 
patrón de poder) with the idea of ethnicity. For Quijano and Wallerstein, colo-
niality “as a set of states” (550) articulated itself within a planetary interstate 
system in hierarchical layers. The formal colonies of the Américas were at the 
bottom of Europe’s colonial modernity, and the few European metropolitan 
core states were at the top. 

If the European hierarchy of coloniality manifested itself, as Quijano and 
Wallerstein suggest, “in all domains—political, economic, and not least of all 
cultural” (550) over the centuries, the patrón de poder “reproduced itself” over and 
over again. However, what is crucial for Quijano and Wallerstein is that “when 
[the] formal colonial states ended” (550) through the wars of independence and 
what we today call decolonization, the coloniality of power did not end. Instead, 
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Americanity’s coloniality of power, they assert, continued “in the form of a so-
cio-cultural hierarchy of European and non-European” (550).

In “Americanity as a Concept,” Quijano and Wallerstein closely identify 
coloniality, ethnicity, and racism with capitalism and with capital’s consolida-
tion in Europe and the Américas from the fifteenth century to the eighteenth 
century. Moreover, coloniality constitutes itself, as Quijano and Wallerstein 
propose, through the Iberian and British classification and reclassification of 
the planet’s population—hence, the concepts of culture and ethnicity become 
foundational in this task of classifying and reclassifying. As Quijano and 
Wallerstein put it, “all the major categories” of ethnicity and race “into which 
we ethnically divide today in the Américas and the world (Native Americans or 
‘Indians,’ Blacks or ‘Negroes,’ Whites or ‘Creoles’/Europeans, Mestizos or other 
names given to a so-called ‘mixed’ category)—all these categories did not exist 
prior to the modern world-system” (550), and, by extension, prior to the inven-
tion of Americanity. Additionally, the so-called ideological state apparatuses 
such as the church, the universities, and the like served to manage and control 
such classifications. Lastly, the Iberian and British coloniality the colonists 
brought with them from Europe’s empires figured an epistemological and 
standpoint positionality from which they signified the ethnic and racialist ab-
solutist meaning of this new matrix of power, or—patrón de poder. From my 
perspective, one could therefore conceptualize the patrón de poder as sharing 
axes of both domination and subjectification, articulated with labor, exploita-
tion, and capital.3 Ethnicity and coloniality from the perspective of America-
nity delineated what Quijano and Wallerstein call “the social boundaries 
corresponding to the division of labor. And it justified the multiple forms of 
labor control, invented as part of Americanity: slavery for the Black Africans, 
various forms of coerced cash-crop (repartimiento, mita, peonage) for the Native 
Americans, indentured labor (engagés) for the European working class” (550–
551).4 Americanity established a series of institutions and worldviews that sus-
tained the system, and it invented all of this out of the “American crucible” (552, 
my emphasis).

In the wake of this long colonial encounter within the context of “the 
American crucible,” the hegemonic (infrahuman) classification of humans into 
ethno-racial formations brought over from the metropole to the colonies of the 
Américas as a kind of set of rules for labor control, and of an emerging capitalist 
world-system in which an enormous metallic colonial wealth in the Américas 
(gold and silver) transferred to “central Euorpean bankers and to British, French, 
Dutch, and Flemish industrialists and merchants” (553), Quijano and Waller-
stein attempt to invent a different unit of analysis (not the traditional one of the 
nation-state) in order to comprehend and cognitively map the vast machinery of 
the Américas in the making of modernity, coloniality, and the world-system. 
The histories of coloniality, ethnicity, racism, and newness in the Américas were 
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foundational to Quijano and Wallerstein for managing “the gigantic ideological 
overlay” (555) of the Américas and for explaining the uneven histories of dysto-
pia and utopia Americanity has had to grapple with over the past five centuries. 
In other words, Wallerstein and Quijano’s notion or theory (as a system of con-
cepts aimed to give a global explanation to an area of knowledge) of Americanity 
emerged together with what they called the “modern world-system” and “colo-
niality of power.” Further, Quijano and Wallerstein’s Americanity was a terrific 
emendation to the hegemonic history of the world—which became known as 
the geo-social construct of the Américas—that had erased and silenced a large 
part of the planet because it was an unthinkable space to those writing universal 
history. The creation of the Américas was thus the “constitutive act” of Ameri-
canity’s patrón de poder.5

II

Alongside the “true account” (285) or history of Oscar Wao’s (mis)adventures 
of sexual desire and his quest for true decolonial love, Díaz’s novel presents a 
supplementary story with a different set of characters and something of a devel-
opment of its own alongside the development of the central story of Oscar’s and 
Yunior’s sentimental education at Rutgers University. This is the story (historia) 
of how Oscar de León’s adventures came to be known and written up, a record 
of the written stages through which it is claimed they were passed on to Yunior, 
who mostly archives, reads, and interprets the various manuscripts Oscar leaves 
behind and then writes the book we are reading. Yunior thus traces the ways in 
which a series of fragmented and unfinished books, letters, composition note-
books, and a quartet of space operas become a complex story. But in The Brief 
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, this process of writing brought to light by Yunior 
becomes an integral part of the postcontemporary US Latino/a novel. As it 
unfolds in the margins of Oscar’s adventures in decolonial love and hope, this 
secondary tale develops its own planetary entanglements.

The characters in this corollary tale are all involved in the mechanics of 
telling and transmitting a preamble of sorts to stories of unrequited love, fore-
shadowing Oscar’s unhappy and tragic Antillean ending. Their adventures in 
decolonial love and compassion—just as violent and oppressive as Oscar’s—
are recorded in the search for and recovery of the source materials Yunior finds 
in the Dominican Republic and that he later archives in the four refrigerators 
in the basement of his New Jersey home, where he “stores Oscar’s books, his 
games, his manuscripts, his comic books and his papers” (330), that is, the 
continuous narrative we are reading from the fragmentary and sometimes 
overlapping sources. Moreover, Yunior supplements his highly charged, wildly 
discursive narrative with thirty-three footnotes in which no detail of the dia-
sporic Dominican-American experience in New Jersey goes unexamined; 
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brilliant observation and comic aside, hip hop cultural nuance and decolonial 
theorizing tumble over each for the reader’s attention.

First, there is Yunior, who begins and ends the narrative and who intro-
duces Oscar de León’s historia and confesses that like Oscar he has been in-
fected by the hero’s “adolescent nerdiness” (the zeitgeist of the 1980s) which 
“vaporiz[ed] any iota of a chance they had for young [decolonial] love” (21). A 
true Gen Y blogger and near-expert Greater Antillean and US Latino philolo-
gist, Yunior recalls at the novel’s beginning that “[a] couple of weeks ago while 
I was finishing this book, I posted the thread fukú on the DR1 forum . . . These 
days I’m nerdy like that. The talkback blew the fuck up. You should see how 
many responses I’ve gotten. They just keep coming in” (6).

After collecting and sorting through his DR1 “talkback” on his neologism 
and keyword fukú, as well as interviewing all of his Dominican family and 
friends, Yunior conceptualizes the entire history of the Dominican Republic 
and the Greater Antilles as a long process of what he dubs as the fukú america-
nus. He summarizes the history of the idea of fukú in the following dictum 
opening the novel: “generally a curse or doom of some kind; specifically the 
Curse and the Doom of the New World. Also called the fukú of the Admiral 
[Colón] because the Admiral was both its midwife and one of its great Euro-
pean victims; despite ‘discovering’ the New World the Admiral died miserable 
and syphilitic, hearing (dique) divine voices” (1). Not only is Yunior interested 
in critically reflecting on Oscar de León’s life history as he writes it as a fukú 
narrative (doomed and damned) but also in “thinking from” such an experi-
ence. Thus envisaged, Yunior chooses to write Oscar’s life story as a postcon-
temporary “nightmare” “cracked open” by Admiral Colón’s so-called discovery 
of the New World and the production of the coloniality of power.

With the arrival of the Iberians on Hispaniola (now the Dominican Re-
public and Haiti), the Admiral and the Iberians “unleashed the fukú on the 
world, and we’ve been in the shit ever since” (3). Fukú americanus—or as I 
prefer to call it fukú americanity—“ain’t just ancient history” (2), as Yunior in-
sists, for the fukú according to him was in the postcontemporary “air” and 
throughout the centuries; thus it moved easily from Admiral Colón to “our 
then dictator-for-life Rafael Leónides Trujillo Molina” (3). What Immanuel 
Wallenstein and Aníbal Quijano refer to today as “Americanity” was consti-
tuted—like Yunior’s fukú americanus—together with and as part of the Améri-
cas’ current matrix or patrón de poder that prevails today on a planetary scale.

It is here at the very start of Yunior’s imaginatively writing his “true ac-
count” (285) of Oscar de León’s life that the fukú americanus and the colonial-
ity of power as his units of analysis are conjuncturally configured and 
established by Yunior as the basis and constitutive modes for a new planetary 
patrón de poder. Such is Yunior’s beginning point of departure from the histori-
cal process that comes not only to define Oscar de León and his family’s 
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“doomed” and “cursed” diasporic story in the Greater Antilles (including the 
New Jersey Shores), but also the historically doomed and damned processes 
that the Martinquean psychoanalyst Frantz Fanon saw as defining the inhabit-
ants of the Greater Antilles as the damnés de la terre (1). For Yunior, it was in the 
very same movement—the Admiral’s unleashing of the fukú americanus—that 
the material and subjective elements at the roots and routes of the De León-
Cabral family’s tragedy and its “great doom” were best defined for him, but also 
at the roots of the movement we call modernity: “As I’m sure you’ve guessed by 
now, I have a fukú story too . . . Mine ain’t the scariest, the clearest, the most 
painful or the most beautiful . . . It just happens to be the one that’s got its 
fingers around my throat” (6). Put in other terms, the Greater Antilles—Os-
car’s and Yunior’s birthplace—was the space and inaugural time of the histori-
cal period and the planet we now live. Yunior’s fukú americanus and the Greater 
Antilles (including the Dominican Republic) were defined at the point of Ad-
miral Colón’s arrival from Europe in 1492, and Yunior’s and Oscar’s lives have 
experienced their tragic “destinies” within the matrix of the fukú and the colo-
niality of power. Yet more than blind Eurocentric arrogance is at issue here for 
Yunior. If “terminologies,” as the Haitian social scientist Michel-Rolph Trouil-
lot argues in Silencing the Past, “demarcate a field[-imaginary], politically and 
epistemologically” (115), for Díaz names such as the fukú americanus—describ-
ing the Admiral’s stumbling on the Greater Antilles in 1492 and unleashing a 
great American doom—set up a field of power in the novel.

While Yunior defines the fukú americanus mainly in terms of the violent 
colonial contact, the ghastly horror, and genocide between people living in 
what we today call the Global North and the Global South, he also suggests 
that closer to his own historical time and space, the fukú had its own “high 
priest” or “hypeman” in the Dominican Republic in the form of the “dictator-
for-life” Rafael Leónidas Trujillo Molina,” or what he wryly dubs in the liter-
ary codes of the Speculative Genres as “our Sauron,” “Arwan,” and “our 
Darkseid,” considered in some subaltern circles to be the fukú’s “servant or its 
master” (2–3). For those Dominicans from the more “educated circles,” Yunior 
writes, Trujillo’s supernatural powers allowed him to incur an all-powerful 
“curse” and doom to those who “plotted against” him with a fukú “down to the 
seventh generation and beyond” (3).

Although Yunior transculturates (in true Fernando Ortiz’s Cuban social 
scientific sense)6 the origins and development of the fukú americanus by bring-
ing together local Antillean folklore, Creole double consciousness, and plan-
etary fantasy and science fiction imaginative literature, thereby producing a 
diversalist knowledge in a geohistorical location so that he can fully map out 
and emplot Oscar de León’s tumultuous life history in his novel, he’s not cer-
tain whether or not his hero would entirely agree with his Greater Antillean 
theorizing of the fukú: “I’m not entirely sure Oscar would have liked this 
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[Greater Antillean] designation. He was a hardcore sci-fi and fantasy man, 
believed that that was the kind of story we are all living in. He’d ask: What 
more sci-fi than Santo Domingo? What more fantasy than the Antilles?” (6) 
But Yunior happily and partially trumps Oscar’s literary science fiction phan-
tasmatics by championing his own global theory of the fukú americanus and by 
announcing his privileged retrospectively omniscient Watcher-like powers as 
the author of the book we’re reading: “But now that I know how it all turns 
out, I have to ask [Oscar] in turn, What more fukú?” (6) For Yunior, then, the 
fukú americanus is not only out there in the Greater Antillean sea and air—but 
also in Oscar’s and his own loci of enunciation. Yunior’s theorizing of the fukú 
allows him (perhaps more powerfully and rigorously than Oscar’s science fic-
tion imaginary) to think of knowledge and history in terms of dominant and 
subaltern positions in the field of knowledge (or epistemology). Yunior takes 
an authorial hint from Oscar’s science fiction phantasmatics and writes a Dus-
selian-like transmoderinist7 US Latino/a novel.

Yunior’s weighty reflections on the fukú americanus validates a transmod-
ernist perspective that he pieces together, complete with a characteristic anti-
Eurocentric and fully decolonial gaze that accompanies his tale. Yunior’s novel 
can thus be read as providing imaginative testimony of Admiral Colón’s un-
leashing the hegemony of Eurocentrism as a mode of both producing and 
controlling the Global South’s subjectivity and knowledge.

As the novel progresses, Yunior follows the vicissitudes and desires of the 
vexed Cabral-De León and their inability to change the fukú or “Great Amer-
ican Doom” (5) that looms generationally over their everyday lives in the Do-
minican Republic and later on in the diasporic and urban New Jersey shores. 
After a self-reflexive prologue in which he introduces his theory of the Greater 
Antilles’ doom, Yunior details Oscar’s initial adolescent (mis)adventures in 
love and his “outsized” Dominican love for Ana and later Jenny. Díaz then 
radically shifts narratological focalization by momentarily vaporizing Yunior 
and allowing Lola de León to take the center stage by narrating from her own 
locus of enunciation as a US Latina, a New Jersey shore “punk” runaway from 
her cruel and evil dying mother Beli—a la Bon Jovi’s pop sonics (57)—and 
then from her bitter exile to the Dominican Republic, where she is raised by 
her grandmother La Inca. Once she is rehabilitated by La Inca, Lola returns 
to Paterson to care for her mother who is suffering from breast cancer and to 
attend Rutgers University.

The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao shifts gears again and Yunior returns 
to narrate the Cabral-De León family historia. The tale moves geographically 
and temporally from New Jersey to the Dominican Republic where we learn of 
the earlier history of Belicia Cabral’s (Oscar and Lola’s mother) cursed and 
brutal affair with a man known simply as the Gangster, a monstrous man who 
excels at the “binding, selling and degrading of women” (121) and who happens 
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to be the island dictator Trujillo’s brother-in-law. After her near-fatal beating in 
the canefield for having transgressed the rigid island love laws—she’s openly 
fracked the dictator Trujillo’s sister’s husband—Belicia is exiled by her mother 
to New York and New Jersey, where she marries a Dominican man and is then 
quickly abandoned. Beli’s tale is an immigrant and diasporic survivor’s story in 
what US historian Mike Davis sees as the “exuberant” magical urbanism of the 
Global North (54), where she bravely makes do working three menial jobs to 
support her children Lola and Oscar. 

Embedded in Díaz’s social epic in which he is largely sympathetic to 
Oscar and Yunior’s “sentimental education” (167) in New Brunswick is 
Yunior’s simultaneous tale of Oscar’s sexual misadventures in decolonial love 
and compassion, and a turn to the horrific story of Oscar’s grandfather, Dr. 
Abelard Cabral, namely to his failure to keep his wife and daughters free from 
the dictator Trujillo’s sexual perversions and domination, or fukú. The final 
chapters of The Brief and Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao dizzyingly mix the literary 
modes of the Bildungsroman (Oscar and Yunior’s college education in love) 
and the historical novel, with Oscar’s science fiction phantasmatics and 
Yunior’s Greater Antillean story of the fukú americanus. Thus envisaged within 
the central story of Oscar and Yunior’s education is the transcultural interplay 
of historia, teller, and reader on a smaller scale, with Díaz using a variety of 
modes of emplotment and vernacular Spanglish and hip hop linguistic regis-
ters in which he attempts to redefine the scope and the voice of the American 
novel.

I will now examine two variations which provide the most vivid illustra-
tions of Díaz’s writing of Oscar’s life history within his Greater Antillean and 
the Global South’s poetics. These are the sections late in the novel in which 
Yunior describes how Abelard Cabral incurs his island’s fukú americanus and, 
years later, how Yunior discovers that the Dominican-American Oscar Wao 
has gone “native” by returning to the Dominican Republic, falling in decolo-
nial love with Ybón Pimental, and being transformed into “Mr. De León” 
(276). In both of these sections of the novel, Díaz superbly probes the Greater 
Antillean discourses of the Cuban social scientist Fernando Ortiz and the 
Martiniquean Aimé Césaire’s négritude poetry that Dr. Cabral and his grand-
son Oscar respectively use to write their own anti-authoritarian texts.

Yunior speculates that Oscar’s grandfather, Dr. Abelard Cabral, who in 
addition to “being a brilliant doctor possessing one of the most remarkable 
minds” (213) in the Dominican Republic, being widely read in Spanish, 
French, Latin, and Greek, is also one of the island’s best collectors of rare 
books, “outlandish abstractions” (213), and a theorist of the dictator Trujillo’s 
“supernatural” (243) powers. As Yunior suggests, Dr. Cabral provides them 
with one of the first scenes of anti-colonial writing, for he is, like Yunior and 
Oscar, “a todologos of sorts” (215). But in publically defying Trujillo’s pursuits 
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of his wife and daughters and in his allegedly writing a book outlining Tru-
jillo’s authoritative sins, Dr. Cabral, Yunior concludes, also brought on the 
looming fukú or great doom on the entire Cabral-De León family line. In-
stead of bringing his beautiful wife Socorro (also a professional health worker) 
and his dazzling daughter Jacqueline to the dictator’s ritualized predatory soi-
rees “as custom dictated” (217), Abelard defied Trujillo’s insatiable sexual cu-
pidity by leaving them at home. Yunior symptomatically and summarily puts 
the Cabral family’s tragedy in the following way: “If hiding your doe-eyed, 
large-breasted daughter from Trujillo” . . . “was anything but easy,” for Abe-
lard, Socorro, and Jacqueline “were as carefree as Hobbits” (219) because of 
their distinctive class positions as the elite on the island, never once seeing the 
looming fukú that was to come down brutally on their heads.

Some four weeks after Abelard again refuses to capitulate to the dictator 
Trujillo’s demands to bring Socorro and Jacqueline to yet another island soiree 
and thus allow the dictator free reign to frack his wife and daughter—as the 
island “custom demanded”—Trujillo orders his military police to have the 
doctor arrested and falsely charged with acts of “slander and gross calumny 
against the Person of the President” (239). Once in prison, the doctor’s “prison 
guards proceeded to inform the other [political] prisoners that Abelard was a 
homosexual and a Communist” (239). His tortured body therefore cannot be 
separated from the neo-fascist turn under the Trujillato, since it was through 
the severe punishment of men and women that the military state imposed its 
projects of discipline, heteronormativity, and anti-communism. Within the 
ideological framing of the Cold War and US geopolitics in the region, Tru-
jillo’s secret agents tortured cosmopolitan citizens like Oscar’s grandfather as 
the means to extract information from those the state labeled subversives and 
terrorists. In her acute analysis of the way Pinochet tortured Chileans in the 
age of neoliberalism, sociologist Macarena Gómez-Barris emphasizes in 
Where Memory Dwells that state torture was not only a contest over the physi-
cal body but also a contest over “the social imagination” (77).

In his effort to “taxonomize” the torture he is undergoing, Dr. Cabral 
learns from his prison guards that he will experience ghastly electrical shocks 
to his body through an island contraption called the pulpo (240), and they spend 
the rest of the night showing the poor doctor how it works. Díaz interrupts this 
description of Dr. Cabral’s torture and death as a kind of spatio-temporal frac-
turing by telling us how years later Yunior’s local ethnographic-like informants 
recalled the Cabral tale of torture as a fukú story with “a supernatural twist” 
(243). Yunior records in his inimical style how the subaltern “folk” believed that 
“not only did Trujillo want Abelard’s daughter, but when he couldn’t snatch her, 
out of spite he put a fukú on the family’s ass. Which is why all the terrible shit 
that happened happened” (243). The story of Trujillo’s fukú on the Cabral-De 
León family is then embroidered by Yunior and narrated in the form of what 
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the literary theorist M.H. Abrams called “natural-supernaturalism”(1).8 Before 
his fall, Dr. Cabral more or less followed a path of the non-political life in a 
state of political innocence or what Yunior dubs as the doctor’s simply “keeping 
his head down”(215). When Trujillo’s 1937 genocide of Haitians was in the 
making, Dr. Cabral kept his “eyes and nose safely tucked in his books,” and 
when Trujillo’s survivors “staggered into his surgery with unspeakable machete 
wounds, he fixed them up as best as he could without making any comment as 
to the ghastliness of their wounds” (215). If Dr. Cabral’s ordeal at the hands of 
Trujillo’s secret police is as much about the emasculating torture and the mobi-
lization of shame he experienced—through the male guards exerting control 
over his body—Yunior suggests that Dr. Cabral may have been at risk even 
before his imprisonment, for by 1945 he was allegedly deep in the writing of 
what his island informants described as “an exposé of the supernatural roots of 
the Trujillo regime. A book about the Dark Powers of the President, a book in 
which Abelard argued that the tales the common people told about the presi-
dent—that he was supernatural, that he was not human, may in some ways 
have been true” (245).

By bringing forth the atrocities and memories of the Trujillo regime, Dr. 
Abelard Cabral’s book became a kind of Antillean textbook of magic or “gri-
moire.” When Oscar and Yunior discuss the possibility of finding the doctor’s 
black book (all his books were destroyed after he was arrested), they conclude 
that that “shit would have been one wild motherfucking ride” (245). In Dr. 
Cabral’s imprisonment and his subsequent alleged writing of a book about the 
dictator’s “supernatural powers” (243), Díaz presents a Cabral-De León narra-
tor who believed before Oscar was born that Santo Domingo’s history was 
affiliated with magic, fantasy, and the making-strange aesthetic often associ-
ated with the writing of science fiction. The Abelard Cabral tale of entangle-
ment with Trujillo also allows Díaz to show his readers how diverse social 
groups and family identities produced by the Trujillo dictatorship (relatives of 
the tortured and murdered, survivors, and so on) exercised a form of brave 
cultural citizenship imbricated with the history of authoritarian brutality. Dr. 
Cabral’s Greater Antillean magic—as opposed to the magic and reactionary 
nostalgia for Christianity and the medieval world found in, say, Tolkien’s 
work—may be read as a figure for the enlargement of human powers and what 
the literary theorist Fredric Jameson sees in science fiction as a passage to the 
limit of the human—“an actualization of everything latent and virtual in the 
stunted human organism of the present” (66).

It is now time to look at Oscar’s journal writing in the Dominican Republic, 
his attempt to fuse his science fiction writings within the tradition of Aimé 
Césaire, the Martinquean poet and founder of the Greater Antillean négritude 
movement. After he recovers from his bungled suicide attempt at Rutgers, grad-
uates from college, and makes do in Paterson by substitute teaching English and 
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History at his former high school Don Bosco Tech, Oscar decides one summer 
to return with his mother Beli to Santo Domingo to visit his island family. 
Oscar is amazed “at how incredibly beautiful Dominican women” (275) really 
are, and he spends his leisure time reading Octavia Butler’s science fiction novels 
and painting in his journals what he characterizes as the “surreal whirligig that 
was life in La Capital” (277).

After one week of nonstop reading and writing, Oscar falls irrevocably in 
love with his grandmother’s neighbor Ybón Pimentel, a semi-retired prosti-
tute. When years later, Yunior recovers a portion of Oscar’s prodigious sum-
mer writings, he dubs the journals as the hero’s “THE CONDENSED 
NOTEBOOK OF A RETURN TO A NATIVELAND” (272), calling the 
transamerican reader’s intertextual attention to Césaire’s heteroglot poem ti-
tled “Notebook of a Return to My Native Land” (1939), in which Césaire 
defines négritude as “not stone,” “not liquid,” “neither tower nor cathedral,” but 
as taking “root in the red flesh of the soil” and “in the ardent flesh of the sky” 
(67). Like Césaire’s writing about the Greater Antilles, Oscar’s journals are—
in Yunior’s view—largely about the speaker finding a poetic voice, about re-
turning from the Global North to the Global South, and, most importantly, 
about Oscar’s creolizing his science fiction infused writings. All of Yunior and 
Oscar’s Dominican-American neologisms, such as the antiphonal counter-
points of fukú and zafa, pariguayo and enamorao, suggest Césaire’s larger dis-
cursive and globally diversalist framework. If Oscar Wao, in the process of his 
reading and writing, rediscovers his blackness—“dominicano soy yo” (49)—he 
finally transforms himself as Huáscar de León—for as Césaire noted in his 
1980 interview with René Depestre, his neologism “négritude,” first used in his 
poem “Notebook” (1937), was simply his way of concretizing “his coming to 
consciousness” (144–45).9 For Yunior, Oscar’s double sciences—the Global 
North’s science fiction and Césaire’s Global South’s new science or discipline 
of négritude—point him to a new positionality or double register vis à vis 
Western scientific and disciplinary knowledge.

Thus envisaged, Dr. Abelard Cabral’s black magic book writing, repre-
senting the unspeakable violence of the Trujillo regime, and Oscar’s late black 
science fiction Creolist writings in the Dominican Republic are analogues to 
Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao as a whole, because they reproduce 
on a miniature scale not only the basic relationships among his storytellers, 
histories, and readers and audience but also what the decolonial philologist 
and theorist Walter Mignolo calls the “colonial difference” (Local Histories/
Global Designs 8) discernible in the novel’s overall epistemological and narra-
tological scheme.

There are, finally, other striking similarities between the whole and the 
individual parts of Díaz’s text. These have to do with Díaz’s postcontemporary 
decolonial US Latino/a novel. If Abelard Cabral’s story of imprisonment, 
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torture, and death at the hands of the dictator Trujillo is a tissue of how the 
Trujillato addressed, managed, and obfuscated the violent excesses of the US-
military supported military junta during the Cold War, Díaz’s interest in Dr. 
Cabral’s harrowing tale helps him explain to his readers how the Dominican 
Republic’s “spectacular state”—to use the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agam-
ben’s notion (1)—became legitimized through ghastly spectacles of the state’s 
erasure of violence. To be sure, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao also exam-
ines what Gómez-Barris calls the “afterlife” (6) of the Latin American dicta-
torships in the cultural-symbolic arena. The representation of state (political) 
violence by Dr. Cabral’s book of magic and Oscar de León’s surrealist and 
Creolist science fiction notebooks contain significant ideas about the very “af-
terlife” and memory of Trujillo’s state violence.

Yunior not only searches for Cabral’s book (only to find out that it has 
been burned by the state) and collects the archives and expressions of the force 
of the past in the present in Oscar’s notebooks, but he also wants to produce 
his own “true account” of Oscar Wao in which he records, interprets, and 
rescues the productive sites of meaning where Oscar and his grandfather be-
fore him attempted to engage, contest, and struggle against Trujillo’s hege-
monic representations. In this sense, Diaz’s text of The Brief Wondrous Life of 
Oscar Wao significantly contributes to the emergent industry of the Global 
South’s scholarly books in the Caribbean, the US, and Latin America’s south-
ern cone that have analyzed and documented the way the neoliberalist states 
have also often been “amnesiac” about their ghastly violent pasts.10

Díaz’s novel tells stories about the multiple sites of Americanity’s ruptured 
history and the processes of possible retrieval, recovery, and transculturation 
of that very ruptured history. Yunior thus views the Cabral-DeLeón cultural 
representations as sites of the Greater Antillean fukú americanus and as ways to 
understand the persistence of state terror in people’s lives, bodies, identifica-
tions, and subjectivities. While Dr. Cabral’s erased supernatural book (burned 
by the Trujillato) and Oscar’s manuscripts (archived by Yunior in his New 
Jersey basement’s refrigerators), which can be viewed as an archive of Ameri-
canity’s literatures, circulate quite differently, they share what Díaz sees as 
decolonial imaginative texts about state terror that are enunciated from the 
tortured and oppressed themselves and their surviving family members. “Four 
times,” Yunior writes, [the De-León] family hired lawyers but no charges were 
ever filed. The embassy didn’t help and neither did the government” (323). 
Lola swears that she will never return to the Dominican Republic, for “[t]en 
million Trujillos is all we are” (324).

Many years later, when Yunior is close to completing his novel, he dreams 
about Oscar Wao. They are both back in the Demarest dormitory rooms at 
Rutgers and the “[d]ude is holding up a book for me to take a closer look—It 
takes me a while before I notice that Oscar’s hands are seamless and all the 
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book’s pages are blank” (325). Does Yunior’s dreamwork about Oscar’s holding 
up a book whose pages are entirely “blank” stand in for the spectacular state’s 
erasing all of its past tortures and murders? Does the spectacular state, like the 
overdetermined dreamwork itself, function through a process of condensation 
and secondary revision, culminating in a process of exclusions? Even long after 
the Trujillo dictatorship had ended in the 1960s, political democracy in the 
Dominican Republic continued, as Díaz suggests, to exclude and “blank out” 
from the nation the social subjects like La Inca, Belicia, Lola, and Oscar.

Díaz’s The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao joins other books from the 
human and social sciences that argue for the reader’s contention with the spec-
tral legacies of US-supported state torture and the sites and their meanings 
reproduced by state violence. If Díaz’s text ends with Yunior focusing on Oscar 
Wao’s spectacular representations of Santo Domingo, it is because he wants us 
to see his character’s notebooks as socially symbolic sites of memory—repre-
sentations which one can turn to for evidence of the relationship between col-
lective violence and its devastating effects in the Global South and Global 
North.

Moreover, Yunior’s theorizing of the fukú americanus in his novel’s pro-
logue allows his readers to comprehend the constitutive relationship between 
the historical a priori of Eurocentric genocide and its hegemonic history of 
off-shore activities. His remarkable framing of the fukú americanus as an alter-
native unit of analysis beyond the unit of the nation-state further allows him 
to think through the US and Eurocentric structures of hegemonic thought 
and representation that continue to dominate the globe today. It signals, too, 
the planetary networks within which fukú Americanity, globalization (capi-
talism), and modernity themselves all became possible. Thus the fukú america-
nus operates at the text’s very start to displace the teleological (Hegelian) and 
linear progression of modernity and even postmodernity, rendering, as Yunior 
suggests, the crunchiest postmodernist traveling theory complicit with the 
temporal concepts of colonialism and imperialism—like the ghostly blank 
pages in Oscar’s book that he dreams about—and thus erasing the colonial 
difference. Last, Yunior intends his theory of the fukú americanus to displace 
the Eurocentric timetable that usually begins with the classical Greeks and 
Romans, continues with the so-called Renaissance age of discovery, and cul-
minates with our late modern world of camp thinking—from Hitler’s World 
War II death camps to Bush’s Camp Delta and Camp Iguana in Guantanamo, 
Cuba. In its place, Yunior spatializes Oscar’s temporal periodizings in which 
the whole planet (and possibly entire galaxies) is involved at every stage of his 
wondrous, tumultuous life. If colonial modernity—as Yunior envisions it in 
his critique of postmodernity at the novel’s end—is usually imagined as Euro-
centric and modern, he imagines the fukú americanus in the novel’s prologue as 
transculturally transmodernist, with actors from all over the planet.
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Transmodernity as a form of Yunior’s fukú americanus signifies the global 
networks within which modernity became possible. If the Eurocentric imagi-
nary of modernity has forgotten colonialism and imperialism, the task of 
Díaz’s fukú americanus as analogous to the colonial difference is to reinscribe 
this erased history in the novel’s spatiotemporal simultaneity. To make the 
Greater Antilles, New Jersey, and Americanity no longer peripheral and be-
hind the “now,” Diáz ingeniously replaces hierarchical categories and field-
imaginaries, such as the “discovery” and colonial “encounter” by Admiral 
Colón, with better ones, such as his theory of the Admiral’s unleashing the 
fukú on the planet. His concept of the fukú americanus (like my own fukú 
americanity) is thus an attempt to reveal and displace the logic by which Euro-
peans have represented their others. By the logic of the fukú americanus Díaz 
breaks out of this logic of the same. He seeks both to reveal the ways in which 
the power-knowledge couplet has been at work in creating that colonial differ-
ence, as well as the way in which colonial and imperial power represents dif-
ference. The fukú americanus in The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao thus 
produces, evaluates, and manages the colonial difference.

Notes

1. The neologism, the Global South, goes back to the 1970s. It is entangled with other terms that 
post-World War II modernization discourse and revolutionary social movements generated to 
describe the economic and political goals of capitalist and socialist modernity. I am using this term 
throughout my essay to replace older neologisms, such as the 1950s First World, Second World, and 
Third World. My sense of the roots and routes of the term profited from Dirlik’s incisive essay “The 
Global South: Predicament and Promise” (2007).

2. According to Immanuel Wallerstein, world-system analysis builds upon earlier social science 
which theorizes it as the relational concept of the “core-periphery” and the subsequent elaboration 
of the “dependency theory” inspired by the Cuban Revolution, utilized for understanding Latin 
America’s location in the world and based on the assumption that it did not need to go through 
a phase of bourgeois revolution which has to preclude a proletarian revolution. Moreover, world-
system analysis asked what unit of analysis was most appropriate—the nation or the world—for 
understanding what used to be called the First, Second, and Third Worlds. Briefly, Wallerstein 
summarizes world-system theory as his attempt “to combine coherently concern with the unit of 
analysis and concern with social temporalities [such as Braudel’s longue durée], and concern with 
barriers that had been created between different social science disciplines” (16). See Wallerstein’s 
World-Systems-Analysis: An Introduction (2002).

3. For an elegant elaboration of Aníbal Quijano’s coloniality of power as a form of domination and 
subjectification, see Dávila and Laó-Montes’s Mambo Montage: The Latinization of New York City 
(2001), pages 1–52. 

4. In The Slave Ship: A Human History, Atlantic historian Marcus Rediker defines race and coloniality 
in terms and processes similar to Wallerstein and Quijano: “In producing workers for the plantation, 
the ship-factory also produced ‘race.’ At the beginning of the voyage, captains hired a motley crew 
of sailors, who would, on the coast of Africa, become ‘white men.’ At the beginning of the Middle 
Passage, captains loaded on board the vessel a multiethnic collection of Africans, who would in the 
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American port, become ‘black people’ or a ‘negro race.’ The voyage thus transformed those who made 
it. War making, imprisonment, and the factory production of labor power and race all depended 
on violence. . . . The traffic continued illegally for many years, but a decisive moment in human 
history had been reached. Abolition, coupled with its profound coeval event, the Haitian Revolution, 
marked the beginning of the end of slavery.” It was not, I might add, the beginning of the end of 
the coloniality of power and the invention of Americanity. See Rediker’s The Slave Ship: A Human 
History (2007), page 10.

5. For more on the historical conjuring of América, see O’Gorman’s La invención de América: El 
universalismo de la cultura occidental (1958), Rabasa’s Inventing America: Spanish Historiography and the 
Formation of Eurocentrism (1993), and Mignolo’s The Idea of Latin America (2005). 

6. In his classic Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar (1995), Fernando Ortiz writes, “I have chosen 
the word transculturation [instead of acculturation] to express the varied phenomena that came about 
in Cuba as a result of the extremely complex transmutation of culture that has taken place here” (98).

7. See Dussel’s “Beyond Eurocentrism: The World-System and the Limits of Modernity” (1998). 
Dussel uses the neologism, transmodernity, as an alternative to the Eurocentric formulation 
of postmodernity. As he sweepingly puts it, “[t]he overcoming of cynical managerial reason 
(planertary administration), of capitalism (as economic system), of liberalism (as political system), 
of Eurocentrism (as ideology), of machismo (in erotics), of the reign of the white race (in racism), of 
the destruction in nature (in ecology), and so on presupposes the liberation of diverse types of the 
oppressed and/or excluded. It is in this sense that the ethics of liberation defines itself as transmodern 
(because the postmoderns are still Eurocentric)” (19). 

8. See Abrams’s Natural-Supernaturalism: Tradition and Revolution in Romantic Literature (1973). 

9. See Depestre’s Bonjour et adieu à la négritude (1980), pages 144–45.

10. See Alvarez’s In the Time of the Butterflies (1995), Robben and Suárez-Orozco’s Cultures Under 
Siege: Collective Violence and Trauma (2000), Vargas-Llosa’s The Feast of the Goat (2001), Manz’s 
Paradise in Ashes: A Guatemalan Journey of Courage, Terror and Hope (2004), Gómez-Barris’s Where 
Memory Dwells: Culture and State Violence in Chile (2009), Nelson’s Reckoning: The Ends of War in 
Guatemala (2009), and Derby’s The Dictator’s Seduction: Politics and the Popular Imagination in the Era 
of Trujillo (2009).
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